The Dustbane Way
Cleaning a Garage

Cleaning a garage starts with a simple program. Ask us about a custom program that will meet your individual needs.
Here’s our baseline recommendation.
Click this symbol below to view online:
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Industrial Degreaser: Power Lift
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Hand Cleaner: Ultra Orange
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Vehicles often cause grease to build up on floors
and equipment, the choice of a good degreaser is
very important. With its safe yet powerful formula,
Power Lift effectively cuts through grease, oil and
heavily soiled surfaces, and contains no solvents.
• Safe to use on all metal and non-metal surfaces,
including rubber.
• Available in 4 L, 20 L & 210 L.
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Cleaner/Degreaser: Power Kleen RTU
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Sweeping Compound
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Debris Pickup

Mechanics get their hands dirty with a range of oils,
grease and dirt. Ultra Orange is an industrial strength
hand cleaner that can tackle any job, offering deep
cleaning power while being gentle on the hands.
• Ready-to-use.
• Available in 4 L.

Degreasing & Disinfecting Wipes:
Triple Action Multi
Grease and oil build up quickly in a garage. With busy
schedules and the need for quick turnarounds, cleaning
is not always possible. These ready-to-use wipes allow
for quick cleaning on the go. DIN: 02452723.
• Ready-to-use.
• 7” x 8” (120 wipes per container).
Dustbane Products Ltd., 25 Pickering Pl., Ottawa, ON K1G 5P4

A non-butyl water-based cleaner and degreaser
intended for use on any surface where grease and oil
residue are a problem.
• Ready-to-use.
• Available in 750 ml (RTU) & 5 L.

Dustbane Sweeping Compound is used to clean
and reduce airborne dust during sweeping and
to ease the removal of dust and dirt on sealed
and unsealed wood, concrete and metal floors.
100% biodegradable.
• Available in 22 kg, 100 kg & 135 kg.

Cleaning debris that have accumulated on floors
with a broom takes a long time and just stirs the
dust up into the air. To get the job done quickly and
efficiently, this process requires a good performing,
high capacity wet & dry canister vacuum such as the
XL 18 Tip & Pour.

• Tel: 1-800-387-8226 Fax: 1-800-363-5309 www.dustbane.ca

